
 

 

 

 

 
 

Lemanik Insights  

Market sentiment mixed after Fed, subordinates' 

ability to absorb curve pressures remains intact!      

- 18th June 2021 - 

The market environment is still not without its challenges for fixed income and 

bond portfolio managers. Within an economic situation that is just as full of factors that need to be 

known and taken into due consideration, especially as regards their more or less expected changes, 

the performance of financial subordinated bonds stands out. The growth factors, a consequence of 

the reopening, fiscal stimuli and support from the Central Banks that characterized the first five 

months of the year, and which fueled inflationary fears, which in some cases turned out to be much 

more than mere fears, have now been replaced for some time by the theme of tapering, with 

obvious consequences on rate curves. How does this change of scenario translate into credit 

valuations? And in particular subordinated financial credit? 

Let us refresh our knowledge with Alessandro Cameroni, portfolio manager of the two funds of 

Lemanik that respectively focus on financial subordinated bonds and on European credit with Xover 

target (Lemanik SICAV – Selected Bond and Lemanik SICAV – European Flexible Bond). Alessandro 

presents 30 years of experience within financial markets, with a special and strong focus on bond 

markets, in particular in dealing with financial entities’ issues: 7 years spent within the proprietary 

trading of a primary Italian bank, 3 years in dealing with the portfolio management for an Institutional 

client. He has been working for 20 years now within the fund management industry. 

 

Growth, inflation and fears of tapering are catalysing the market's attention as it searches for a 

balance to incorporate their effects. The scenario is not easy to interpret; what development can we 

expect? What is the main risk facing the markets? 

 

The uniqueness of the post-Covid cycle complicates the forecasting reading of the macro picture; 

the recent surprise on inflation, more of an American problem than a European one, is 

counterbalanced by a still disappointing employment recovery and by Central Banks careful not to 

jeopardise the recovery. 

However, the markets are wondering about the temporary nature of inflation, which, as Lagarde 

pointed out, could last a few quarters; the Fed is taking note of this and, taking advantage of the 

favorable conditions, is preparing to discuss tapering. Resynchronizing growth and managing the 

Central Banks' "retreat" are the main variables the markets are looking at. 

 

Despite the recent US inflation spike to 5%, falling bond yields support the view that inflation is 

transitory. With tapering discussions on the horizon, what does the scenario look like for financials? 

 

The fears generated by inflation and tapering are marginally affecting subordinated financials and 

credit spreads in general, which are staying at minimum spreads thanks to the central banks' desire 

to accompany the recovery and contain volatility. 

 

A vigorous recovery, inflation and short-term rates that are still anchored for a long time, but moving 

up the curves, are fueling a favorable fundamental scenario for financials, while raising a problem 

for government bonds and duration investments. In Europe, the additional stimulus provided by the 

recovery fund is providing additional impetus and stabilizing growth prospects over time, favoring 

the peripheral economies in particular. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Compared to the European corporates yield landscape, subordinated financials undoubtedly 

represent an attractive opportunity; what are the evaluations and strengths of the sector? 

 

With purchases still at record levels by the Fed and ECB, fueling the hunt for yield linked to the 

allocation of abundant liquidity, the best opportunities are to be found in spread bonds, both for 

their high carry but also, as in the case of financials, for their ability to effectively absorb curve rises. 

 

Unprecedented capital strength, thanks to which the Covid crisis was overcome with ease, and 

recovering profitability, supported by increasingly efficient and profitable business models, complete 

the picture for financials, with reflections on the quality of balance sheets and the ample capacity 

to manage the impaired assets arriving from the end of the year. 

 

Further surprises may come from mid-market catalysts such as M&A or the new regulatory round in 

favor of AT1 coupons, with the release of dividends just around the corner. Favourable technicalities 

make it easy to absorb the primary. 

 

From these considerations we draw a positive picture on financials; which investment opportunities 

do you consider most attractive? 

The excellent recent performance does not undermine our positivity on the sector thanks to the close 

link between financials and growth; we remain constructive in particular on the more subordinated 

components due to the high carry, we are talking about coco bonds but also LegacyT1, which is 

also combined with high issuer quality. 

 

It is worth noting the positive development during the Covid crisis of the risks implicit in coco bonds, 

as a result both of the regulator's accommodating attitude and of the banks themselves, which 

defended the subordinated segments with all their might even at the most complicated times. 

Coupon distributions, for example, were protected with adequate buffers, while cases of extension 

were limited to a few exceptions. 
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